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BROADBAND-TESTING 

 
Broadband-Testing is Europe‟s foremost independent network testing facility and consultancy 
organisation for broadband and network infrastructure products.  
 
Based in Andorra, Broadband-Testing offers extensive labs, demo and conference facilities. From 
this base, Broadband-Testing provides a range of specialist IT, networking and development 
services to vendors and end-user organisations throughout Europe, SEAP and the United States.  
 
Broadband-Testing is an associate of the following: 
 
NSS Labs (specialising in security product testing) 
Limbo Creatives (bespoke software development) 
 
Broadband-Testing Laboratories are available to vendors and end-users for fully independent 

testing of networking, communications and security hardware and software.  
 
Broadband-Testing Laboratories operates an Approval scheme which enables products to be 
short-listed for purchase by end-users, based on their successful approval. 
 
Output from the labs, including detailed research reports, articles and white papers on the latest 
network-related technologies, are made available free of charge on our web site at 
HTTP://www.broadband-testing.co.uk 
 
The conference centre in Moux in the south of France is the ideal location for sales training, 
general seminars and product launches, and Broadband-Testing can also provide technical writing 
services for sales, marketing and technical documentation, as well as documentation and test-
house facilities for product development. 
 
Broadband-Testing Consultancy Services offers a range of network consultancy services 
including network design, strategy planning, Internet connectivity and product development 
assistance. 
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INTRODUCTION: ITSM – FLEXIBILITY IS THE KEY 

Question: So there‟s a problem with most ITSM solutions today? 

 

 Answer: There certainly is. 

 

The problem is that there are simply too many solutions that are very fixed in their 

approach and force the customer to work as the software vendor defines, rather than as 

they – the customer - would like to. And companies do change, so what is the point in 

having software that presents a barrier to that change. Even worse, what if it didn‟t even 

fit the business shape in the first place? 

 

 

Get Thee Behind Me Satan 

 

For many companies, IT Service Management (ITSM) is still seen as a necessary evil. 

 

Why? Because it can be a costly service that is designed purely as a damage limitation 

exercise when it comes to maintaining required levels of IT service delivery. In other 

words, in this instance there is no concept of deploying ITSM to make a company (not 

just its computer users) more efficient and profitable, simply less bad. This, however, is a 

very blinkered view of what can be achieved with ITSM.  

 

 

The problem is that most companies have accepted the idea that ITSM software works in 

a particular fashion which their company has to learn and understand, in order to then 

adapt their company methodologies to that software.  

 

It doesn‟t take an Alan Sugar to see that this approach is fundamentally wrong, yet 

companies have been accepting it for years. How can you hope to achieve anything more 

than basic helpdesk and trouble ticketing support if you are using software that doesn‟t 

actually fit in with your company business model, let alone optimise it? And that means 

costs and more costs – for software, for staff, for training – with the all important ROI. 

 

And it‟s not just in the ITSM world that this is the case. Enterprise software globally is still 

both phenomenally expensive (both to buy and maintain) and restrictive in the way it 

forces a company to adopt methodologies enforced by the software developer. There are 

still cases of companies spending tens of millions on software, then tens of millions more 

on consultants to turn that software into usable systems.  

 

One alternative route that many major companies, notably in areas such as banking, 

have been forced down, is to do everything in-house, developing as much as possible in a 

bespoke fashion, in order to achieve the required performance and reliability levels. Yet 

this approach too has its problems, as one source from a major banking group in the City 

observed, having had "bitter experience of late-running, over-budget, under-performing 

in-house builds". Their other major gripe was the lack of flexibility when it comes to 

requests for minor functionality changes, new data fields and similar updates. 

 

And we all know what state the banking industry is in... 
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Exercise In Flexibility Case Study 1: Apex Computers International Ltd 

 

In 2007, the board at Apex took the bold decision to increase revenue to £20m a year. 

The service department, including IT support was given the not insignificant task of 

generating 50% of this figure. This means providing the highest possible level of external 

support to customers through the service desk. 

 

Being an ITIL shop, Apex needed a solution that was not only ITIL-compliant, but one 

that would go the extra yard in terms of functionality and speed of deployment. 

Sostenuto ITSM provided Apex with a solution that met these requirements. From 

concept to going live took just four months and the slowest part of that process was 

signing off the budget, not the actual implementation, according to Apex services 

director, Stuart Bulley. 

 

Key to the success was the way the software could be adapted to Apex‟ requirements. 

This means the software was able to go “beyond just IT support”, including monitoring 3rd 

parties, such as sub-contractors‟ performance. Similarly, the ability to accurately track 

assets and handle change management is helping to better manage customer 

implementations. Sostenuto‟s web portal, Chameleon, allows the sales team to view the 

status of their customers‟ problems from any location with an Internet connection. It also 

allows the customers themselves to see exactly what is going on. 

 

 

A closer study of some of the largest players in the enterprise software arena uncovers 

something closer to the truth - they know about the problems, and they say they are 

doing something about it. They all have 'grand visions': IBM had its 'On Demand' and HP 

its 'Adaptive Enterprise' - using words and phrases like holistic, all-including, horizontal, 

flexible, business-process-oriented and perhaps easier to live with. Even the consultants 

got on-board with the likes of Accenture and its „high performance business' pointing to a 

shift from operational efficiency to business model innovation. But when you start to dig 

deeper and looks for those promising new products these marketers are describing, it is 

hard to find anything really new. The reality is that they still sell the same stuff they've 

been selling for years.  

 

But it doesn‟t have to be this way. Instead, think in terms of how an ITSM deployment 

can save the company money and help generate profits. There are alternatives to 

spending the GDP of a small country on „off the shelf‟ software that, in truth, is anything 

but, if we assume that „off the shelf‟ means „easy to deploy‟. Let us instead argue that the 

accepted enterprise software architecture – ITSM or otherwise - is fundamentally wrong. 

Why? Put simply, IT copies ways of running a business developed in times when there 

was no IT.  

 

How can this be right? So, by developing enterprise systems using a fresh approach, 

rather than the current yardstick, it is possible to dramatically improve upon the 

efficiency of these systems and actually save tens of thousands of pounds, rather than 

only spending it. 
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Exercise In Flexibility Case Study 2: CSE Global (UK) 

 

CSE Global (UK) is the preferred supplier to the NHS Connecting for Health’s National 

Programme for IT. 

 

The integrator also provides real-time business solutions to customers such as Severn Trent 

Water, the Met Office, BP and the Environment Agency. These are complex requirements, 

yet the company has managed extensive growth, and recently introduced ISO/IEC 20000, 

placing it among the select few (less than 40 companies as the time of this report being 

released) to have achieved this. 

 

CSE chose Sostenuto specifically with ISO/IEC 20000 in mind. Service Director Kate Stead 

explained the logic: “There were two reasons why Sostenuto stood out among other service 

management packages. It is very effective at translating ITIL into good working processes 

and, more uniquely, it lends itself well to the concept of continuous improvement that comes 

with the standard”. 

 

Stead explained that for CSE to do this requires them to be able to constantly go back and 

re-evaluate the processes over time: “For example, incident management: how easy is it to 

use? Are we collecting enough information for customer reporting and for trend analysis? 

The answers may lead to the processes being changed, and the underlying technology has 

to be able to support that change”, she explained. 

 

Stead believes that Sostenuto, being so configurable, is perfectly suited for the process of 

continuous improvement required by ISO/IEC 20000, as it allows the department to add to it 

all the time. 

 

“We have made changes to the way we do things since we started out, adding or removing 

fields, and reviewing business rules. Sostenuto has made the process possible, because it 

holds all of the processes in one place and links them all together, making it easier to track 

progress. It also provides a common language for all staff and customers”, said Stead. 

 

There has been a clear positive commercial and financial outcome for CSE. ISO has helped 

CSE become more proactive and consistent in the way they deal with their customers, 

directly leading to an increase in customer satisfaction and directly boosting CSE’s ability to 

gain and maintain contracts. 
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If ITSM is designed to support the IT infrastructure which, in turn, is designed to support 

the business itself, then why should anyone deploy a solution „designed‟ outside of their 

business itself – i.e. on the whim of a team of software developers, perhaps 10 or 20 

years ago?  

 

So, let us look at a different approach – one that models a business by its process flow, 

starting with the needs of a potential customer and fulfilling these needs at every step 

along the way, through loops, branches and any other direction that the business actually 

needs and follows.  

 

In other words, we are taking the real-world situation and building an ITSM solution 

around this, rather than the other way around - the closed, vertical systems where the 

system model is based on another 'model' - the organisational hierarchy.  

 

Modelling ITSM Around The Business 

 

The approach of allowing ITSM to be modelled around the business process flow and 

function is what Sunrise had in mind when they designed Sostenuto as a development 

platform for ITSM and other applications. Yes, Sostenuto ITSM is – as the name implies – 

an ITSM solution, but it is also a flexible platform that can be used to support other 

elements of the business IT structure too, using exactly the same user interface and 

software components.  

 

So, no re-learning of different interfaces and rules for different applications – just one, 

completely flexible approach to every element of IT for business. From our perspective, 

with Sostenuto, ITSM is just the starting point, not the be-all and end-all. 
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Exercise In Flexibility Case Study3: Explore! 

 

Tour operator specialist, Explore, was looking for an ITIL compatible ITSM solution, but 

also needed flexibility to introduce a development process as well as optimise their 

current service desk processes. 

 

Selecting Sostenuto ITSM, the company was impressed by its ability to allow them to 

autonomously configure the system to their requirements, as well as the ability for end 

users to monitor and update their own calls. Development processes are now more 

formalised, with projects and change requests being logged in Sostenuto.  

 

The software has vastly improved visibility of staff activity, which has, according to 

services delivery manager, Sarah Knox, improved the work flow between development 

and support staff. Knox adapted the change management capabilities of Sostenuto, so 

that development tasks are fully visible to the business. This contrasts with the situation 

pre-Sostenuto where development requests and priorities were defined by individuals 

rather than 

the business.  

 

Explore can now produce reports showing the status of the different development projects 

that have been requested. This means the business managers can prioritise new projects 

according to their importance for the business and view the progress of projects in hand. 

For Explore, Sostenuto ITSM has meant a big change in the way the company works –  

 

“Nowadays the business - not IT - decides the strategy and Sostenuto has been the tool 

to underpin this change,” explained Andrew Lowther, who heads up the IT team at 

Explore. 

 

From an optimisation perspective, this means that 95 per cent of its support calls are now 

being logged by users themselves, allowing the service desk to focus on the introduction 

of a formalised process for development requests. 
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SUNRISE SOSTENUTO ITSM V3: HOW IT FITS INTO THE 

MODERN IT WORLD 

Let us first state that there are certain pre-requisites for an ITSM solution. What isn‟t a 

given is that these should be the only requirements. So, if we look at Sostenuto ITSM 

itself, here we have a completely modular, platform-based solution that doesn‟t simply 

lock you into a WYSIWYG model, yet covers all the bases, out of the box. 

 

The basic modules are: 

 

 System Management 

 Incident Management 

 Problem Management 

 Change Management 

 Release Management 

 Knowledge 

 Contacts 

 Departments 

 Items 

 Third Parties 

 Contract Management 

 Service Levels 

 Products 

 Order Management 

Figure 1 – Sostenuto ITSM User Interface 
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So, from initiation with the product, it‟s clear to see that Sostenuto ITSM ticks all the 

required boxes. The “In Use” section that follows and the appendix to this report add 

some detail to each of these modular areas and identify how easy the product is to use.  

 

 

Sostenuto ITSM: The Basis For Flexible Management 

 

A Lifecycle-Based Approach 

 

Sostenuto ITSM is a complete service management solution that provides a secure A-Z 

lifecycle for any task or service request, with a series of operations impacting upon that 

service request/task which may or may not change the state (key milestones throughout 

the lifecycle) at any point during that lifecycle.  

 

This ties in perfectly with the recently revised ITIL version 3 guidelines, which are now 

designed to follow a life cycle approach, rather than the previous, more static approach. 

 

Underlying business rules control what actually happens at each point along the way, the 

workflow dictating just what the user actually sees and does (managing their input and 

what screens they see and use) while the underlying elements remain largely transparent 

to them. In other words, it might be complicated below the surface, but above – from the 

user‟s perspective – it‟s all about simply driving a browser-based interface. 

 

A Pure Web-Based Approach 

 

With each iteration of Sostenuto ITSM, Sunrise has extended the Internet orientation of 

the product and its flexibility likewise. Now the user is able to configure the software to fit 

their business, such as controlling screen navigation via the actual workflows within the 

company, creating rules that can react to events and programmed schedules and 

lifecycles that model the Services within an organisation.  

 

An integrated business rules engine enables Sostenuto to react to events and program 

schedules so that field updates, operations and notifications can be performed 

automatically when a rule is triggered. 

 

Being Web service-based means Sostenuto ITSM can be hosted in the optimal location 

from a cost and ease of management perspective, yet accessed literally from anywhere in 

the world with an Internet connection. Web services share business logic, data and 

processes through a programmatic interface across a network. The developers then add 

the Web service to a GUI to offer specific functionality to users.  

 

In this way, Sostenuto, for example, could be a pure ITSM application to some users, but 

could be extended into other areas for other sets of users, or integrated with 3rd party 

applications to broaden its appeal still further, since Web services allow different 

applications from different sources to communicate with each other without time-

consuming custom coding. 
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The web-service based architecture means Sostenuto ITSM also ticks all the operational 

boxes going forward. SaaS – Software as a Service – is seen by all analysts and, crucially, 

investors, as the only future for software.  

 

This means we can forget the traditional fixed location for servers and clients and the 

resulting limitations (and costs) of that setup. Instead, we are looking at optimising all 

costs, and being able to access applications anytime, anywhere, and on any device that 

supports a web browser. 

 

While this may be defined as the future, Sostenuto ITSM lets you do all these things right 

now. So, as the move towards collaborative, cloud computing (Internet-based 

development incorporating SaaS) gathers apace, it is vital not to be left behind with a set 

of applications that are too fixed to move forward with the competition.  

 

 

Socially Acceptable Behaviour: The Importance Of Integration 

 

It is no longer acceptable to have a software application that you are completely locked 

into. No single product, or even product range, delivers the best of everything, so the 

ability to integrate easily with 3rd party products is another modern fundamental of 

software design. 

 

With yet another new direction in the global world of software – mashup – web 

applications that combine data from more than one source into a single integrated tool, 

that integration flexibility becomes more vital than ever. This means easy access to  

open APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) and data sources to produce results that 

extend beyond the base of the original application. 

 

Sostenuto ITSM already integrates with approved 3rd party products such as the 

Centennial network discovery and inventory management tool and this integration 

programme will continue to develop. 

 

 

The reality is that companies can no longer deal in 5-10 year business plans; more like 10 

minutes! So, flexibility in terms of the customer being able to respond to market changes 

is another essential pre-requisite of a contemporary ITSM solution. This flexibility extends 

to the way in which you pay for the software. Sostenuto now has a subscription model, as 

opposed to outright acquisition, making it easier to budget for operating expenses. In 

short: the financial benefits of SaaS, combined with the advantages of still owning the 

software on premise, and preserving the wide scope for configuration that this allows. 

 

In summary, in what is an increasingly uncertain global market, Sostenuto ITSM lets you 

move from the 10 year plan to the 10 minute alternative, within budget.  
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IN USE: EXAMPLES OF SOSTENUTO SIMPLIFYING ITSM 

So, if we think in terms of how a typical ITSM scenario raises its head, ugly or otherwise, 

we start with the incident reporting. Sostenuto‟s Incident Management displays incident 

information in a summary grid that can utilise both text and graphics to present 

information. 

 

Filtering: given that, in a busy IT environment, the incidents stack up very quickly, it is 

vital that this information can be filtered, so Sostenuto ITSM provides this facility. In this 

way, the key information can be highlighted immediately. 

 

 

 

Navigation: a navigation bar on the left-hand side of the screen, meantime, provides an 

independent view of other areas of the system.  

 

 

Figure 2 – Sostenuto ITSM Navigation Bar 
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Searchable Fields: Data capture for incident logging is made quick and easy with 

searchable fields – highlighted in yellow in the screenshot below. 

 

Figure 3 – Sostenuto ITSM Data Capture 

Drag ‘n’ Drop Capabilities: you can drag and drop information from the Left Hand 

Navigation Bar to populate fields such as contact information.  

 

 

Figure 4 – Sostenuto ITSM Drag n Drop Information 
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Automation: Change Management Implementation and Authorisation tasks can be 

automated depending on the change type . 

 

 

Figure 5 – Sostenuto ITSM Automating Tasks 

Knowledge Base: Sostenuto‟s Knowledge has three ways of presenting information: 

 An on screen article 

 By launching a URL to an external resource 

 By viewing and attaching documents 

 

 

Figure 6 – Sostenuto ITSM – Knowledge Base 
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Config Management: Items can manage configuration items as part of your CMDB. 

Typically there are three types of configuration items: 

 

1. Hardware 

2. Software  

3. Service  Documents 

 

  

Figure 7 – Sostenuto ITSM – Configuration Management 

Contract Management: enables you to hold information on any or all contract that may 

exist within IT or beyond. Sostenuto can advise as to when a contract comes to an end.  

 

 

Figure 8 – Sostenuto ITSM – Contract Management 
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SLA Management: service levels allow you to manage internal and external Service 

Level Agreements.  

 

 

Figure 9 – Sostenuto ITSM – SLA Management 

Reporting: Sostenuto has a powerful reporting suite which utilises Crystal Reports 

technology.  

 

 

Figure 10 – Sostenuto ITSM – Reporting 
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Real-Time Reporting: Sostenuto also features a powerful dashboard which provides a 

high level view of what is happening now, as well as various graphical representations of 

real-time data held in Sostenuto ITSM. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 11 – Sostenuto ITSM – Real-Time Reporting 
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Detailed Reporting: Users can drill down of graphs to get a more in depth idea of 

incidents and problems.  

Figure 12 – Sostenuto ITSM – Detailed Reporting 

Self Help: With Chameleon, Sostenuto provides a browser-based, self -help web portal, 

allowing supported users and customers to log and track their own incidents and view 

other information you may wish to present to them.  

 

 

Figure 13 – Sostenuto ITSM – Self-Help 
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SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 

For too long, too many companies have accepted their fate within, not simply the world of 

ITSM, but enterprise software in general. 

 

That fate has been to adapt their working practises to the methodology defined by the 

software they have deployed; software that sometimes takes years to deploy. But there is 

an alternative. With Sostenuto ITSM, Sunrise is showing the world that there is a better, 

more optimal and more cost-effective alternative. 

 

Why adapt your company to the software, rather than the other way around? The 

approach of allowing ITSM to be modelled around the business process flow and function 

is what Sunrise had in mind when they designed Sostenuto as a development platform for 

ITSM and other applications. Yes, Sostenuto ITSM is – as the name implies – an ITSM 

solution, but it is also a flexible platform that can be used to support other elements of 

the business IT structure too, using exactly the same user interface and software 

components.  

 

The web-service based architecture means Sostenuto ITSM also ticks all the operational 

boxes going forward. SaaS – Software as a Service – is seen by all analysts and, crucially, 

investors, as the only future for software. With yet another new direction in the global 

world of software – mashup – web applications that combine data from more than one 

source into a single integrated tool, that integration flexibility becomes more vital than 

ever. This means easy access to open APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) and 

data sources to produce results that extend beyond the base of the original application.  

 

Sostenuto ITSM already integrates with approved 3rd party products such as the 

Centennial network discovery and inventory management tool and this integration 

programme will continue to develop. 

 

Flexibility is key. The reality is that companies can no longer deal in 5-10 year business 

plans; more like 10 minutes! So, flexibility in terms of the customer being able to respond 

to market changes is another essential pre-requisite of a contemporary ITSM solution. 

This flexibility extends to the way in which you pay for the software. Sostenuto now has a 

subscription model, as opposed to outright acquisition, making it easier to budget for 

operating expenses.  

 

In summary, in what is an increasingly uncertain global market, Sostenuto ITSM lets you 

move from the 10 year plan to the 10 minute alternative, within budget. 
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APPENDIX: FOCUS ON SOSTENUTO ITSM MODULES 

Incident Management 

The logging, tracking and resolution of incidents are the most fundamental set of 

functions performed by an ITSM software solution. With Sostenuto ITSM, Sunrise is 

looking to offer an easy way of accessing this information, while automating as much as 

possible, in order to maximise efficiency, while reducing human error possibilities as 

much as possible. Incidents can be automatically prioritised, while service levels are 

tracked automatically. Support analysts can receive notifications automatically throughout 

the incident lifecycle via ticker announcements or customisable e-mails.  

 

Beyond that, the ability to fully interact with other functions such as problem or change, 

result in massive process efficiency gains.  Sostenuto ITSM provides easy to use, flexible 

incident logging facilities. End-user and asset details are entered via fully configurable 

forms. Incidents, or requests can be listed in any number of ways and are available for 

support groups or individual analysts to review. Calls can be logged directly into the 

system, via email, or via a remote html interface.  

 

Detailed incident logs contain full histories, including all customer interactions and any 

incident can be associated with configuration items, with a full configuration item history 

available to view.  You can also assign incidents to groups, specialist individuals and even 

3rd parties for external resolution. A self-learning, natural language searching knowledge 

base speeds up the resolution of known incidents. Customer survey facilities help you 

gauge user satisfaction levels after an incident has been resolved. 

 

Problem Management 

Problem management is completely structured, whether it involves resource scheduling, 

raising new problems, tracking existing problems, associating these with known incidents, 

assigning problems to relevant specialist groups or individuals, or using Sostenuto ITSM 

to automatically assign change requests, courtesy of its business rules.  

 

Change requests can be initiated based on known problems and user communities 

notified automatically regarding known problems via email or ticker. A dedicated problem 

database is supported by a self-learning, natural language searching knowledge base for 

resolution to known incidents. So, from problem initiation to release of that problem, all 

along Sostenuto tightly structures and integrates – for example, problem and change 

management - every step and related incidents and tasks, making problem management 

as easy as possible. For example, integration with change management allows problems 

to be tracked through to their ultimate origin – particularly where these are caused by the 

rollout of other applications or upgrades. At the same time, the effective use of 

knowledge management can drastically assist in the early resolution of problems through 

collaborative sharing of information and resolution steps. 

 

The ability to record resource utilisation and costs accrued in the resolution of the 

problem allows the proactive service desk to manage resources more effectively and truly 

asses the financial impacts of problems to the organisation. Post-incident resolution, the 

software also provides the facilities to undertake customer surveys. 
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Change Management 

Sostenuto ITSM enables the service desk to automate many common IT change requests 

and track changes and their impact on reported incidents and problems, recording the 

change impact, justification, severity, risks and fallback scripts (see later for working 

example and hyperlink to video). 

 

Change requests can be initiated, approved, implemented and verified within one single 

change management lifecycle, with appropriate information flowing to affected parties 

and approvers through the use of email. It is even possible to publish the details of 

planned changes via Chameleon (see separate section) allowing the organisation prior 

warning of changes and the status of IT systems, even in remote environments. Support 

staff can assign change requests to relevant groups or automatically assign to appropriate 

teams and keep up-to-date with all actions taken by change implementers by reviewing 

individual change request details. The service desk can also manage the change lifecycle 

by recording information provided by initiators, approvers, implementers and verifiers.  

 

With the inclusion of a flexible task model, the change management section allows 

complex changes to be broken down into component actions and allocated to the relevant 

individuals for action. With support for parallel and dependent tasks, Sostenuto ITSM 

enables support staff to accurately plan their workload to deadlines. It integrates with the 

CMDB (Configuration Management Database) to ensure all configuration items are up-to-

date. It also integrates with Sostenuto‟s release management to allow multiple change 

requests to be packaged into a single release, scheduled, tested and deployed. Successful 

implementation of changes updates existing problems and/or known errors that, in turn, 

updates any incidents associated with these problems ensuring immediate end user 

feedback. 

 

A business case justification process ensures change requests are commercially and 

technically appropriate for the business, helping to eliminate errors. It initiates known 

errors from change rollouts ensuring service desk are aware of any potential issues as 

well as publishing these known errors via Chameleon. It records time, effort and cost 

spent on implementing change allowing for detailed analysis of resources and timescales 

 

Release Management 

Sunrise rightfully believes that accurate information, resource planning and management 

are all essential components of release management. Sostenuto ITSM allows an holistic 

overview of how a release impacts all other areas of the service desk. Records are kept 

up to date with all change requests relating to each release being centrally stored and 

updated. Key milestones relating to each release can be flagged, with automatic alerts 

being sent to interested parties when key dates are reached. Training and documentation 

updates can be scheduled around key release dates, again with email notification where 

appropriate. 

 

In addition, records of test cycles can be maintained and analysed for future reference as 

well as adding any known issues as problems and associating these with the release 

package and individual change request that introduced them. Through careful and 

controlled processes around release management, reductions in costs can be seen, better 

utilisation of IT resources, greater quality of release as well as an overall reduction of the 
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length of time taken to roll out each release. Through the use of Sostenuto ITSM, a 

greater control of all aspects of release management will be available. 

 

Knowledge 

It‟s fair to say that information is the lifeblood of service delivery and the knowledge 

acquired represents irreplaceable intellectual capital that can truly enhance the 

effectiveness of a service organisation. Sostenuto ITSM lets you track knowledge 

information such as symptoms, cause and resolution details in order to better resolve 

incidents, problems and manage change requests. With Sostenuto ITSM you can develop 

knowledge communities that help you capture, retain and distribute learning across the 

organisation. A self-learning knowledge base builds into a valuable resource and gives 

you the ability to link knowledge databases to external sources such as Word documents 

and web pages, performing natural language rather than specific keyword searches of the 

knowledge base. 

 

Contacts 

Contact management underpins every aspect of Sostenuto's integrated approach to 

customer management and helps increase overall operational efficiency and customer 

service.  

 

Sostenuto allows the tracking of detailed contact information, including department, 

location as well as a specific Service Level Agreement (SLA) to either whole departments 

or individual customer contacts, so that the appropriate SLA is automatically applied 

when raising new incidents.  Both internal and third party contacts may be stored within 

the contacts service with the capture of information appropriate to the type of contact. 

Configuration items associated with the contact can be freely viewed when raising 

Incidents or reviewing contact details providing immediate access to all relevant details at 

the points at which it is needed. Within the contacts area of Sostenuto, customer training 

events can be recorded and these applied to the appropriate contacts.  

 

Provision is also made for the recording of emergency contact details for each individual 

and even record the absence of individuals ensuring that should a contact with open 

incidents not be available then the service desk are immediately aware. Configuration 

items may be assigned to individual contacts to achieve an accurate view of the 

deployment and usage of each item. What‟s more, all organisations hold contact 

information in other areas and to avoid duplication, Sostenuto can reuse this information, 

possibly stored within human resource systems, minimising any additional overhead 

caused through manually updating multiple systems. 

 

Third Parties 

With Sostenuto ITSM, third parties can be fully integrated within any service process, 

receiving live updates and exchanging information to ensure full track and trace visibility 

of their actions. Now it is possible to truly extend the service beyond the immediate 

organisation and manage those relationships and permissions as well as evaluate the 

performance of all partners across the supply chain. 

 

With third party management, information relating to external organisations, appropriate 

service levels and contractual agreements can be immediately traced, as well as assign 

incidents, problems or changes to third parties, as required.  
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Sostenuto also allows the addition of new access points to support suppliers gaining 

visibility of specific information on orders, customers, projects or any other element of 

Sostenuto ITSM as required. This facility ensures immediate access for all third parties to 

the right information at the right time. 

 

Contract Management 

Managing thousands of contracts spanning hundreds of partners and suppliers can be a 

time consuming process.  

 

An IT administrator‟s ability to effectively manage contracts relates directly to the quality 

of work being delivered. As such, Sostenuto ITSM includes a framework from which your 

contracts can be managed easily and efficiently. You can manage contracts centrally and 

tie them to partners and the services or equipment they provide. Sostenuto will define 

the process of internal and legal review of each contract state such as suspension, 

termination and expiration. It is possible to receive automatic notifications of contract 

deadlines and costs and keep on top of the critical workload of contract negotiations. 

 

Service Levels 

Keeping control of SLAs is a critical element of successfully delivering against key 

performance indicators and ensuring continued customer satisfaction. Sostenuto ITSM 

enables you to assign SLAs to end-users, assets, departments, incident or problem 

profiles. You can define your service level response and resolution targets for incidents on 

a scalable level to enable prioritisation of incidents, and generate escalations and display 

alerts as required. 

 

Now you can create base targets against known priorities and hours of support, excluding 

unsupported days such as public holidays, from critical SLA timing calculations and 

undertake reporting and analysis of overall performance achievement against SLA 

targets. In addition, you can generate reminders of impending SLA target failures and 

automate Incident escalations based on SLA timing statistics. 

 

Products 

Used in conjunction with the order management, the product service underpins the 

procurement process and acts as an approved price list of products available for 

purchase. Information captured for each product includes the supplier, part numbers, unit 

cost, VAT indicator, last purchase date, last purchase price as well as the expected lead 

time for the part allowing analysis and further negotiation on costs. In fact, should the list 

price change this will be automatically recorded in the history of the product.  

 

In addition, the Sostenuto order management process allows the quick creation of new 

configuration items based on the products ordered as and when they arrive from the 

supplier and are booked into stock. Using the powerful association filters it is possible to 

view all configuration items created from the product that are in use within Sostenuto 

ITSM. Products can be superseded with reference to the product it has been superseded 

by and why, and can even be discontinued if it is no longer available at all. Through 

careful control of the approved product list it is possible to restrict and enforce specific 

buying behaviour allowing consistency of purchasing to be applied. 
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Order Management 

With Sostenuto‟s order management, it is possible to have an ITSM system store 

information on the complete lifecycle of equipment across the organisation. Sostenuto 

ITSM holds and cross references all data relating to purchasing, such as price and 

products lists, costs, part numbers, order status, split deliveries and destination of 

equipment. Integration with asset register tools mean that the entire lifecycle of all 

equipment can be monitored and managed from a single place. 

 

The Sostenuto ITSM order management service is tightly integrated with both product 

management and the tracking of purchased configuration items. Through the tracking of 

individual orders with multiple order lines and traceability to corresponding invoice 

information, Sostenuto ITSM allows total visibility and control. Whereas most support 

products can be integrated with an order tool, Sostenuto ITSM holds and cross references 

all data relating to purchasing, such as current and historic price information, approved 

products lists, part numbers, order status, split deliveries, signatories and the ultimate 

destination of equipment. 

 

Using the integrated attachment handling facility, available across all Services within 

Sostenuto, original procurement documentation, order forms, invoices and scanned 

copies of delivery notices can all be attached to the order to provide a single point of 

reference for all purchasing transactions within the IT department. Incorporating a 

comprehensive procurement approval process Sostenuto ITSM order management is a 

truly end-to-end solution.  

 

Indeed, once an order line is satisfied the purchased items within it can be quickly and 

easily added to the configuration item database ensuring the traceability of an item is 

from the cradle to the grave. 

 

Through the use of the order management service in conjunction with other areas such as 

contract management and configuration items, the financial manager within any ITSM 

process can be sure that the true costs of service are visible, accurate and available in a 

timely manner. Easy access to this type of information is critical to the management of IT 

expenditure and careful planning and spending can lead to significant reductions in costs 

and this means improved bottom line performance. By tracing the requesting department 

a sell-on contract can be monitored if internal charging of procured equipment is desired. 

 


